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Abstract—Modeling Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) ar-
chitectures for the automation of wind turbines and farms
(WT/F), as well as their condition monitoring (CM) is a growing
concept among researchers. Several end-to-end automated cloud-
based solutions that digitize CM operations intelligently to
reduce manual efforts and costs are being developed. However,
establishing robust and secure communication across WT/F is
still difficult for the wind energy industry. We propose a fully
automated cloud-based collaborative learning (CCL) architecture
using the Eclipse Arrowhead Framework and an unsupervised
dictionary learning (USDL) CM approach. The scalability of
the framework enabled digitization and collaboration across the
WT/Fs. Collaborative learning is a novel approach that allows all
WT/Fs to learn from each other in real-time. Each turbine has
CCL based CM using USDL as micro-services that autonomously
perform feature selection and failure prediction to optimize cost,
computation, and resources. The fundamental essence of the
USDL approach is to enhance the WT/F’s learning and accuracy.
We use dictionary distances as a metric for analyzing the CM of
WT in our proposed USDL approach. A dictionary indicates an
anomaly if its distances increased from the dictionary computed
at a healthy state of that WT. Using CCL, a WT/F learns all
types of failures that could occur in a similar WT/F, predicts any
machinery failure, and sends alerts to the technicians to ensure
guaranteed proactive maintenance. The results of our research
support the notion that when testing a turbine with dictionaries
of all the other turbines, every dictionary converges to similar
behavior and captures the fault that occurs in that turbine.

Index Terms—Industry 4.0, Cloud-based Architectures, Eclipse
Arrowhead Framework, Machine Learning, Unsupervised Learn-
ing, Wind Turbine, Wind Farms, Condition Monitoring

I. INTRODUCTION

CYBER AGE is the fourth industrial revolution era where
the worlds of industrial operations, production, manage-

ment, and network connectivity are integrated through the
Internet of Things (IoT) and cyber-physical systems (CPS)
[17].

Recent statistics show that number of IoT devices connected
worldwide in 2020 is reaching 8.74 billion. This forecast is
estimated to grow into triple figures reaching 25.4 billion
IoT devices by 2030 [25]. Every industry is now adapting
to CPS and IoT solutions to have successfully automated
processes that provide technical capabilities for building bigger
scale and even complex architectures. Solutions with scal-
able features for heterogeneous devices and processes must
provide dynamism capabilities in applications, robust security

protocols, interoperability, etc. [13]. There is a vast incline
toward frameworks that can provide, if not all then, most of
these digital automation features. In this paper, we use the
Eclipse Arrowhead Framework (EAF) to automate wind tur-
bines/farms (WT/F) and utilize unsupervised machine learning
(ML) methods for monitoring and tracking deterioration in
wind turbines (WT). The wind energy industry (WEI) has
grown substantially since it shifted to Industry 4.0 (I4.0) based
installations and solutions. The Global Wind Report 2021 [22]
indicates that countries need to install wind power three times
faster to meet net-zero targets over the next ten years. The
WEI requires the strong support of IoT technologies built on
innovative and intelligent architectures to achieve such targets.
This goal also encourages the WEI research community to
integrate ML to design models that reduce human monitoring
and operation tasks.

To guide this research work, we address the following
questions: a) How can a WT/F network be modeled by
using an automation-based IoT framework for CM? b) When
accelerating industrial automation for Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems of WT/F, how to benefit
from collaborative learning to utilize ML efforts for maximum
impact? c) How can we compare and utilize dictionaries
learned across similar turbines or farms?

The main contribution of this paper is modeling a novel
cloud-based collaborative learning (CCL) I4.0 compliant so-
lution for WTs/Fs using an unsupervised ML algorithm to
analyze the turbine’s health. The model’s novelty is incorporat-
ing a collaborative learning behavior between interconnected
turbines and farms where they can dynamically learn from
each other by sharing dictionaries in real-time.

The rest of the paper is as follows: Section:II provides the
details of the domains discussed. Section:III gives the state-of-
the-art of each domain. Section:IV explains the unsupervised
dictionary learning approach. Section:V gives the problem
definition, and Section:VI proposes the solution design. Next,
Section:VII provides the detail of experiments and their results
to elaborate on CCL. Lastly, Section:VIII summarizes the
reflections and important open questions for the future work.



II. BACKGROUND

A. Industry 4.0 (I4.0)

The usage of interconnected devices is increasing among
industries converging toward cloud-based solutions. All de-
vices communicate to provide and consume services to per-
form some collaborative task, which calls for IoT SOA-based
(Service Oriented Architecture) solutions, and currently, the
engineering industry has offered several frameworks such as
AUTOSAR, Eclipse Arrowhead Framework, BaSys, IOTivity,
FIWARE, Industrial Data Space (IDS). Many of them are
open source; however, data-driven CM of the WEI requires
IoT solutions that can facilitate extensive communication both
within intra and inter-cloud architectures. Using those IoT
solutions, turbines can connect to farm substations, further
extending the connections to other farms. Provided all the
communication can be done at run time and in compliance
with parameters such as security, authorization, accountability,
etc. Modern technology is also diving into integrating ML
approaches for proactive maintenance of turbines which calls
for scalable solutions that can enable adding customized
services. We conduct a comparison, shown in Table:I, of the
listed frameworks above and found that the Eclipse Arrowhead
is the only one that offers all the necessary features. To validate
the comparisons, we refer to [20] which provides detailed
information on all these frameworks.

Table I
TABLE LISTING THE CURRENT IIOT FRAMEWORKS TO SHOW WHICH IOT

PARAMETERS THEY ARE ADHERING TO.

Framework SoS SOA Cloud Distributed
AUTOSAR ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗
BaSys ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗
FIWARE ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗
IOTivity ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗
IDS ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗
EAF ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

B. Eclipse Arrowhead Framework

Eclipse arrowhead is a European project that facilitates IoT
automation and digitization through open-source integration
solutions. It is built on service-oriented architecture (SOA)
and design principles, including service abstraction, auton-
omy, standardized service contracts, late binding, and loose
coupling. The framework consists of systems and services
that are open source, and anyone can customize their design,
implementation, and deploy the eclipse arrowhead compliant
system of systems (SoS) for their operations. Here the au-
tomation is based on the concept of self-contained local clouds
(LC) that provide improvements and guarantees regarding real-
time data handling, security of systems and data, automating
system engineering, and scalability of those automated systems
[19]. An LC contains mandatory core systems and a list
of supporting systems. Services of the core and supporting
systems are predefined in the framework and it is mandatory

to utilize them to develop any implementation. Then, there are
client systems, i.e., application systems defined by the users as
per their specifications. Those application systems can perform
processes by registering their respective services into the core
systems.

C. Wind Turbines

Wind power is a renewable energy source with a growth
in the energy market of four percent each year on average
[22]. WT harvests wind energy. A fleet of WTs is known as
a wind farm, and they share similar environmental conditions
given their close geographical location. Given the complexity
of the WTs, condition based maintenance is needed to provide
continuous monitoring of the different mechanical components
in the WT to detect incipient failures, and thus maintenance
actions can be scheduled efficiently [10]. Each WT is equipped
with a CM box to collect signals from all the sensors in the
turbine. It monitors the condition of all mechanical assets and
communicates with the central farm in case of an anomaly.
This system is known as SCADA system, and it connects
the individual turbines with the wind farm substation. Iden-
tification of a failure of a mechanical component follows the
principle that a ”significant change [of a feature] is indicative
of a developing failure” [5]. These features are typically
manually selected by experts without explicit knowledge of
the state of each machine. Some common faults in WTs and
typical features used in their identification are presented by
Hossain [10].

D. What is Collaborative Learning Theory?

In theory, collaborative learning theory [6] is defined as
joint intellectual effort made by more than one person. The
purpose is to enhance each individual’s learning as they
operate cooperatively. We introduce this behavior for inter-
cloud IoT frameworks and name it cloud-based collaborative
learning (CCL). In this adaptation, each cloud communicates
with the other to ensure that all of them have the best updated
learned dictionaries for the analysis of turbine health. Further
details of our proposed model are discussed in Sections:VI.

III. RELATED WORK

The backbone of I4.0 is gathering data in real-time and ana-
lyzing it to provide valuable insights based on which proactive
actions can be taken dynamically [7]. Thus, I4.0 and ML go
hand in hand as the former provides a platform to automate
connectivity. The latter offers models for process optimization
and intelligent analysis of data in real-time. Both jointly build
practical models that comply with the industrial scope and
offer intelligent solutions. We gather results from Scopus on
search queries of keywords selected with the intention to
see which areas have been most popular among researchers
over the past decade. Fig:1 illustrates the increasing trend of
researchers using ML for CM in WTs.

An alternative to the manual selection of the features to
monitor the condition of a WT is to use an ML approach. This
approach enables the development of an automated diagnosis



Figure 1. Increasing research trends of using ML for condition monitoring
in WTs over last decade. Scopus Search Query Results of Publications with
the AND operator between Keywords: WT: Wind Turbine, I4.0: Industry,
4.0 SM: Smart Manufacturing, IM: Intelligent Manufacturing, CM: Condition
Monitoring, and f) ML: Machine Learning.

and prognosis system, which can address the challenging task
of manually selecting the features due to a high number of
variables that affect the operation of a WT. ML has been
used to create anomaly detection frameworks based on the
temperature data collected in the SCADA system to diagnose
the overall condition of the WT [23].

A. IIoT Solutions for Wind Turbine Condition Monitoring
Using Machine Learning Approaches

IIoT solutions cannot be limited to only digitization of
connectivity, they also have to provide adequate support
for reliable automation of industrial requirements. Recent
approaches that use LC based solution combined with ML
adapted by the wind industry are shown in Table:II. For a
comparison study; in the table we also list down a set of
paradigms that should be addressed by any IoT solution to
build a fully automated intelligent monitoring system for WEI.
Although all cited studies have given successful solutions but
either they have constrained scopes or provided only limited
services. All of them are cloud-based solutions, but none
of them discusses important IoT properties such as security,
distribution, AAA and others. We also discovered that ML
approaches are currently mainly used only for analysis tasks
for proactive maintenance or fault prediction whereas we want
to use ML as a behavior for establishing collaborative shared
benefits across WT/Fs. Moreover, we found that none of the
present I4.0 frameworks except eclipse arrowhead have the
capacity to adapt to our proposed model (Table:I).

IV. UNSUPERVISED DICTIONARY LEARNING (USDL)

We implement the USDL model proposed by Martin-del-
Campo et al., 2021 [16] in the eclipse arrowhead to enable
collaborative learning and CM. The ML model is implemented
as a service of an application provider system in the local
cloud framework. Dictionary learning is a branch of signal
processing and machine learning that aims at finding a frame
(called dictionary) where some training data admits a sparse
representation. It is mainly used for analyzing raw signals

data to learn a set of atoms to well approximate the sparse
representation. Furthermore, it becomes unsupervised learning
when it is done without any prior information about the data
(labels) provided by humans thus reducing human dependency
for the WEI processes. We establish a fully automated CM IoT
framework that does not require assistance from experts and
also has capabilities to evolve with every iteration of learning.
Algorithmic details of the model used are discussed thoroughly
in the base paper. However, for our keen readers, we include
a gist of the USDL model used for CM that we have utilized
in our proposed solution.

A. Atoms Generation
Sparse coding (SC) is the method for creating a sparse

representation of raw data signals by using strong activation of
a relatively small set of neurons. Given only unlabeled input
data, it learns basis functions that capture higher-level features
in the data. USDL’s result is a sparse representation that holds
a minimum of space while still useful and informative for
analysis. An atom is a learned feature by decomposing the
resultant sparse vibration signal. Here, we adapt the model
developed by [2], which describes how learned wave-forms,
referred to as atoms, mirror revcor functions.

The underlying hypothesis in our work is that learned fea-
tures characterize vibration signals originating from rotating
machines. The SC model represents a signal x(t) as a linear
superposition of atomic wave-forms plus noise which is shown
in Eq:1 as follows:

x(t) = ϵ(t) +
∑
i

aiϕm(i)(t− τi), (1)

The atoms ϕm(t) represent shift-invariant morphological fea-
tures of the input signal with the values ai and τi representing
the amplitude and temporal shift respectively. These values are
calculated using the matching pursuit (MP) algorithm [1] and
the triple m(i), ai, τi represents one atomic event.

Φ = {ϕ1, · · · , ϕM} , (2)

A dictionary is a collection of atoms. In Eq:2 M expresses the
number of atoms in the dictionary. The optimization procedure
of the atoms is carried out via an unsupervised approach.
The optimization of the dictionary Φ is an iterative process.
The procedure begins with the initialization of the dictionary,
which at the beginning has an initial length of fifty sample
points plus zero padding, and the amplitudes are taken from a
Gaussian distribution. The MP algorithm operates as the cross-
correlation of the vibration signal (residual) with all atoms in
the dictionary.

B. Dictionary Learning
The dictionary learning algorithm is used to update the

atoms. The approach’s primary area of opportunity (used for
this work) is learning the dictionary Φ in an unsupervised way.
The proposed approach in [16] is fundamentally different from
other CM approaches such as Fourier and wavelet analysis and
is motivated by the algorithm’s relatively low complexity and



Table II
CLOUD-BASED IOT SOLUTIONS THAT ALSO USE ML BUILT FOR THE WEI. EACH ROW IS AN IOT PARAMETER UNDER INVESTIGATION.
WE MARK EACH PARAMETER FOR ALL THE CITED SOLUTIONS TO DETERMINE WHICH OF THEM GIVES MAXIMUM IOT COMPLIANCES.

Paradigms Selected References in Literature Following Local Clouds for Wind Farm Monitoring
CCL 2021 [14] 2021 [24] 2019 [18] 2019 [11] 2019 [12] 2018 [8] 2018 [9]

Wind Turbine Scale Flexible Large WT Small WT Offshore WT Farms Small WT Medium Farm Large WT, Farm
Cloud Framework EAF Inter Intra Inter Inter MS Azure ✗ Apache Hadoop
Data Distribution ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓

M2M Authentication ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓

Accountability of Operations ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Authorization across Clouds ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓

Security across Clouds ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓

Scalability of Operations ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Dynamic Operations ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Machine Learning unsupervised supervised supervised semi-supervised supervised ✗ supervised supervised
Collaborative Learning ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

simplicity. The result of unsupervised dictionary learning is a
dictionary of atoms Φ.

C. Dictionary Distances

The proposed metric used to monitor the condition of the
WT is dictionary distance. This metric is estimated for a fleet
of similarly operating WTs, assuming that all assets in the
same wind farm share similar operational and environmental
conditions. Thus, any deviation on this metric concerning the
fleet is indicative of an atypical behavior of the asset. The
dictionary distance quantifies the similarity of one learned
dictionary at two different points in time. The first point in
time is the baseline dictionary as defined in base paper [16]
and it is located at a fixed point in time. This dictionary is
trained over a period when the machine is known to be healthy,
which can be start of operation for the WT. The second point
in time is the updated dictionary after completing the matching
pursuit algorithm referred as propagated dictionary in [16] and
it propagates over time.

The updated dictionary is compared against the initial dic-
tionary ϕ0 to quantify the difference between both, measured
in degrees. The procedure is repeated during each iteration of
the dictionary update step. The metric quantifies the differ-
ence between the two dictionaries using a distance measure
proposed by [4] and defined in Eq:3 as follows:

β(Φk,Φ0) =
1

2M

( M∑
i=1

β(Φk, ϕ0
i ) +

M∑
j=1

β(Φ0, ϕk
j )
)
, (3)

where both dictionaries have the same number of atoms M ,
and the membership of each dictionary is ϕk ∈ Φk and ϕ0 ∈
Φ0. The function β represents the maximum similarity of an
atom ϕ to the atoms in dictionary Φ and it is given in Eq:4
as follows:

β(Φ, ϕ) = arccosµ(Φ, ϕ), (4)

The function µ is the mutual coherence, which is defined as
Eq:5 in [3]:

µ(Φ, ϕi) = max
∀ϕj∈Φ
j ̸=i

|ϕT
i ϕj |

∥ϕi∥2 · ∥ϕj∥2
(5)

A detailed description of the framework and the algorithm
considerations that enable the anomaly detection of WTs is
presented by [15] and [21], which can be excellent opportu-
nities for exploration in future work.

V. PROBLEM DEFINITION

There are several unaddressed challenges for modeling a
continuous monitoring automated system for the wind energy
industry. The first challenge is accurately predicting the health
of WTs in case of any technical fault during the installation
of its components and CM system. The baseline dictionary
here is a randomized dictionary; it is inaccurate, corrupted,
or incomplete; resulting in faulty predictions later on. The
second challenge is eliminating the overhead of time, effort,
and cost to prepare the required baseline dictionary for any
new WT while extending the farm by putting the newWT/F
into service. Moreover, there is no guarantee that the newly
prepared baseline dictionary will have all updated atoms. It
might be unaware of recent faults that existing turbines faced
and learned over time. The third challenge is preparing and
sharing the propagated dictionary and a dictionary of con-
firmed faults across turbines/farms for fault diagnosis of any
turbine. The fourth and most important challenge is that there
is currently no automated I4.0 framework that addresses these
three challenges. In addition, none of the existing frameworks
comply with all necessary IoT parameters such as robustness,
scalability, decentralization, dynamism, etc.

VI. PROPOSED SOLUTION DESIGN

To address the challenges listed above we build an arrow-
head compliant architecture empowered with CCL. Every WT
and farm substation has its own LC with all the mandatory
core and supporting systems. Each sensor of the WT has a



corresponding application provider system, for monitoring and
logging sensor values.

A. Proposed Architecture

A complete architecture based on eclipse arrowhead frame-
work for WT/F and all the components within them is il-
lustrated in Figure:2. In the WT’s LC, WTUSDL-P performs
tasks of USDL and computing dictionary distance on its
vibration data, SS-P & AC-P are the provider systems to log
the vibration data, and the WTDAMS-C system is responsible
for initiating the CM and connecting to GW for any inter-
cloud communication. Within the wind farm LC, WFDAMS-C
performs similar tasks as of a WT. The WFGS-P is responsible
for preparing and sharing the baseline and propagated dictio-
naries. And the HMI-P, as its name suggests, connects with
the SCADA systems of the farm’s base stations and displays
results to technicians. All the inter-cloud communication is
done via a relay system.

B. Hardware and Software

The hardware setup includes six Raspberry PI-4 (running
arrowhead on each) to emulate six WTs and one dedicated
computer to emulate wind farm and run relay system. The
software setup in each Raspberry PI-4 includes an eclipse
arrowhead LC with mandatory core systems, supporting sys-
tems, and our additional application systems. We use Apache
ActiveMQ relay system for inter-cloud communications.

C. Cloud-based Collaborative Learning (CCL)

The main denominator of our CCL approach is a dictio-
nary. There are three kinds of dictionaries: 1) baseline, 2)
propagated, and 3) confirmed faults. WTUSDL-P starts with a
baseline dictionary, and as the monitoring task continues then,
it generates a learned dictionary which we call propagated
dictionary.

This dictionary is then used for monitoring of next seg-
ments, and it continues learning and updating with every
iteration. Whenever a fault occurs, WTUSDL-P also creates
a separate dictionary for confirmed faults. This dictionary is
a copy of propagated dictionary of two timestamps: a) from
beginning b) till the confirmed fault occurs. WFUSDL-P of
a farm-A is responsible for taking all three dictionaries from
every WT and creating corresponding generalized dictionaries.
Then, whenever another farm-B wants to learn from the
dictionaries of farm-A, then it can collect them directly from
the LC of the farm.

There are multiple benefits of learning from another WT/F’s
dictionaries. The results in [16] prove that WTs with similar
geographical, weather conditions and mechanical components
can utilize each other’s dictionaries. Therefore, using our
proposed architecture, we are enabling this learning not only
across turbines but also across farms in real-time. Turbine-
A can take baseline dictionary D2 of WT-B and compute
distances with its own baseline dictionary D1 for the same
timestamp to check whether it has an accurate and up-to-date
dictionary or not.

If there is missing information in the baseline dictionary,
then this means that the WT does not completely know details
about how a healthy WT operates. Thus, WT-A can update
its own baseline dictionary using WT-B’s dictionary and
enhance its analysis capabilities for fault prediction. Similarly,
it applies to other dictionaries as well and also on a scale of
communication across farms. We introduce this behavior as
cloud-based collaborative learning (CCL).

D. The CCL Process

To expedite the experimentation stage, we used the same
trained baseline dictionaries and vibration datasets as gener-
ated in [16] for a set of six WTs. Those dictionaries came
from a six-months period of time where it was known that
each WT was in good condition. We break down our pro-
posed CCL process into seven main steps described below. A
complete pictorial sequence diagram of this process is shown
in Figure:3. First, we start CM of WT-5 using its respective
trained baseline dictionary by following steps 1 to 3 over a
duration of ten days. Next, we use steps 4 to 5 to compute
the distances between the propagated dictionary and its own
baseline dictionary and also with all other WTs. Lastly, using
steps 6 to 7, we conduct an analysis on dictionary distances.

1: All provider systems including DataManager register
their corresponding services in the Service Registry. Success
responses are sent back on successful registrations.

2: WTDAMS-Consumer requests and receives to/from Or-
chestrator the endpoints of the provider system that has A-CM
service after Authorization.

3: WTDAMS-Consumer requests the Accelerometers
Provider systems to start/stop running the A-CM service (to
performs condition monitoring of the sensor and store values
in DataManager).

4: WTDAMS-Consumer requests and receives to/from Or-
chestrator the endpoints of the provider system that has USDL
service after Authorization.

5: WTDAMS-Consumer requests the WTUSDL-Provider
System to run the ML process on given range of segments
and store the results in DataManager.

6: WTDAMS-Consumer requests and receives to/from Or-
chestrator the endpoints of the provider system that has CDA
service after Authorization.

7: WTDAMS-Consumer requests the WTUSDL-Provider
System to run the CCL process and start computing dictionary
distances.

E. CCL Scenarios

We show five scenarios in Figure:2 and their details are as
follows:

1 - Collaborative Learning Across Wind Turbines: LC of
WT A (WTLCA) gets the dictionaries of WT-B (WTLCB)
and computes the distances between its own dictionaries and
WTLCB’s dictionaries by running the USDL on a set of its
own segments. It updates its own dictionaries based on new
features learned from WTLCB dictionaries.



2 - Collection of Dictionaries by Farm from Turbine: Wind
farm substation LC Y (WFSLCY) collects the dictionaries
from WTLCB and stores them into its DataManager (DM)
to create generalized dictionaries.

3 - Collaborative Learning Across Wind Farms: Wind farm
substation LC X (WFSLCX) gets the generalized dictionaries
from WFSLCY and stores them into its DM.

4 - Creation of Generalized Dictionaries: WFDAMS-C
of WFSLCY requests the WFGS-P to create the generalized
dictionaries and store them into DM.

5 - Condition Monitoring and Invoking Alerts: WFDAMS-
C requests and runs the service provided by HMI-P to enable
the SCADA technician to monitor and analyze the current and
previous dictionaries distances.

Figure 4. Results with Dataset of WT-5 on experiments with Baseline
Dictionaries of all six WTs. The plots are of dictionary distances between
the dictionary of WT-5 and the propagated dictionaries of every experiment.

VII. CCL EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

To validate our proposed CCL architecture, we design a
set of experiments to compute dictionary distances between
baseline dictionaries of all six WTs and their corresponding
learned dictionaries. We keep the dataset as a common denom-
inator (i.e., the dataset of WT-5) to see the behavior of all the
baseline dictionaries for CM. Therefore, in experiment #1, we
take the baseline dictionary of WT-1, the dataset of WT-5, and
start the CM for that turbine. As the process continues, USDL
generates the learned dictionary for that dataset and continues
propagating the learned dictionary. In experiment #2, we take
the baseline dictionary of WT-2, the dataset of WT-5 and again
start CM for WT-5. USDL now learns based on the baseline
dictionary of WT-2 and generates a new propagated dictionary.
Similarly, we repeat these steps for all six WTs and collect all
six propagated dictionaries. Then, we investigate each of them
by looking at the dictionary distances of each from the baseline
dictionary of WT-5. For better analysis, we select datasets
(segments) for ten days, during which WT-5 faces a fault. With
this approach, we could check whether the dictionary could

capture that fault or not. The results of this experiment are
shown in Figure:4 for monitoring of those ten days. The plot
suggests two main observations. First, every dictionary has a
different pattern of the growing line, which indicates that they
are learning different features. Areas in the plot where any
dictionary has smaller dictionary distances than the plotline of
Dict.T5 show that learning based on a dictionary of another
WT was better than Dict.T5 as those segments belong to days
when WT is healthy. Therefore, to improve the learning of
any WT, we must benefit from the learning of other WTs to
learn more healthy WT features, which ultimately enhances
the capabilities of accurate forecasting.

Second, initially, all dictionaries are nearly orthogonal as
they start with their respective baseline dictionaries. Therefore,
they may have learned different features of a healthy turbine
that differ from the WT-5. However, as time passes and
training continues, they start to coincide and behave almost
similarly, especially on the segments where the fault occurred.
All the dictionaries learned features as per WT-5 irrespective
of their baseline dictionary because the USDL continuously
learns dynamically in any environment. This result indicates
that dictionaries can be shared across WTs, and CM of a WT
can be done by utilizing a dictionary from another WT. Fur-
thermore, when installing a new WT/F, the baseline dictionary
of an existing WT can be used for the new WT (provided they
have similar physical parts and sensory assets). Here, we omit
the massive overhead of preparing a new baseline dictionary
for the new WT, which usually takes months. Moreover, all
this is possible in real-time on a fully secure platform only
because of the eclipse arrowhead architecture. Hence, proving
the various benefits of our CCL approach that can digitize the
WEI and intelligently collaborate for learning.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Enabling fully automated solutions combined with the intel-
ligent CM as proposed in our CCL architecture can take WEI
on the road to meeting net-zero targets. CCL reduces costs
in terms of time, manual efforts, and human dependencies. It
is built on top of the eclipse arrowhead framework, ensuring
security, scalability, dynamism, accountability, and authentica-
tion. Incorporating CCL behavior empowers the entire model
with the capability of shared learning. For the scope of this
paper, we present a limited number of scenarios. However,
our proposed architecture can be scaled up to any CM for any
scale of WT/F. This innovative combination of IIoT and ML
has the potential to be adapted for CM in any engineering
process.

Further potential studies can be drawn in the direction of
fault diagnosis of a WT using the generalized dictionaries
approach in CCL. Moreover, the use of arrowhead based CCL
architecture can bring micro-turbines installed on building
rooftops into the smart building domain. Here, smart building
IoT devices such as 1-Wire sensors and Z-Wave thermostats,
plugs, and smart meters can interact with the micro-turbines
to better utilize the industrial resources and increase the net
throughput of green energy production.



Figure 2. Five scenarios are shown as per the sequence of operation. Each scenario shows Intra and Inter Cloud Architecture of proposed model designed using
arrowhead. Each LC has its own components as per Arrowhead-LC architecture. Components are: SR:Service Registry, ORC:Orchestrator, AUT:Authorization,
DM:DataManager, GK:Gatekeeper, GW:Gateway, WTDAMS-C:Wind Turbine Data Acquisition and Management System-Consumer, SS-P:Speed Sensor-
Provider, AC-P:Accelerometers-Provider, WTUSDL-P:Wind Turbine Unsupervised Dictionary Learning-Provider, WFDAMS-C: Wind Farm Data Acquisition
and Management System-Consumer, HMI-P:Human Machine Interaction-Provider, WFGS-P:Wind Farm Generalization System-Provider.
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Figure 3. Sequence Diagram of the LC of a WT. Each arrow is an Eclipse Arrowhead compliant service. Key contains the list of all the arrows showing a
different service. Components are:SS-CM:Speed Sensor-Condition Monitoring, A-CM:Accelerometers-Condition Monitoring, USDL:Unsupervised Dictionary
Learning, CDA:Collaborative Dictionary Analysis, S-SSV:Store-Speed Sensor Value, S-AV:Store-Accelerometers Value, F-LD:Fetch Learned Dictionary, F-
BD:Fetch Baseline Dictionary, F-AV:Fetch Accelerometers Value, S-LD:Store-Learned Dictionary, S-DD:Store-Dictionary Distances, F-SSV:Fetch Speed Sensor
Value


